Abstract-In this paper, we introduce a novel crawler-driven module that is capable of climbing over high steps autonomously, and present the cooperative driving of these two crawler-driven modules for increasing the robot mobility of step-climbing . The proposed mechanism of the crawler-driven module equipped with planetary gear reducers can provide two outputs in different form only be one actuator. Through experimental tests, it is known that the developed crawler-driven mudule can nut unly muve on the even ground but also pass over high steps without any sensors for discriminating obstacles and any extra actuators or mechanisms for assistance. It is also shown by experimental tests that the mobility of the crawler-driven mechanism can be highly improved by cooperatively driving two of these crawler-driven modules.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the continuous nature disasters and the man-made catastrophes have brought out a new task for researchers. That is how to develop an efficient robot that can be applied on col lecting information, searching victims in dangerous, harmful and unknown environments. In these cases, since robots must move in very complicated and irregular environment, such as high steps, stairs, narrow space or unstable ground, it is usually required that robots should be minitype, portable-type and have mobility on climbing slope, surmounting high obstacle or moving in uneven ground. Traditional wheel-type mobile robots can be controlled easily to travel over relatively smooth terrain efficiently but the mobility in uneven terrain limited by the diameter of wheels. Leg-type mobile robots can move on uneven terrain well but the biggest challenge is that these kinds of robots usually are difficult to be controlled, unstable and low speed for their complex mechanism. Since it has the advantages such as excellent stability, low terrain pressure and simple control system, the tracked-type robots have been widely applied in irregular environment. But the mobility of traditional tracked-type robots in irregular environment is limited by the diameter of the front sprocket of crawler. The most common way to enhance the mobility of tracked-type robots is to make up a multi-track robot by linking several units sequentially, and the joints linking two units can be active or passive. This kind of tracked-type robots thus has the advan tages of snake-like robots and tracked vehicles [1] [2] [3] . Another way to enhance the mobility of tracked-type robots in irregular terrain is to add some assistant actuators or mechanisms [4- . Some more ingenious mechanisms of crawler have been designed to enhance the mobility in irregular terrain [9] [10] [11] . This kind of crawlers is usually able to change the shape of crawler or vehicle body to adapt the terrain. However, It is unavoidable for these ways on increasing in weight and the extra energy consumption. At the same time, the robots become difficult to be controlled due to increase in complexity of mechanism.
Since step-climbing ability is the crucial performance of mobile robots in irregular environment, we developed a novel crawler-driven module equipped with planetary gear reducers that capable of climbing over steps autonomously just by one actuator and without any extra sensors or mechanisms. This paper fi rst introduces the mechanism and locomotion principle of the crawler-deiven mechanism. The mobility analysis of a single cralwer-driven module and a two crawler-driven module will be presented too. Experimental results show that we can enhance the mobility of crawler-driven module by driving two crawler-driven module cooperatively.
II. DESIGN OF A CRAWLER-DRIVEN MODULE
It is difficult to define the entire requirements for tracked type robots. According to tasks and applied environments, robots always are designed to satisfy some certain require ments instead of all of requirements. However, the following factors are usually considered firstly and them are arranged in the importance [12] .
A. Evaluation factors for tracked-type robots 1) Mobility: Doubtlessly, mobility is one of the most im portant features of mobile robots, even though it is impossible to make a quantitive evaluation for it at present.
2) Adaptability: Robots designed to move in irregular ter rain should have adaptability to environments. It is not only a requirement but also the goal of the development.
3) Smoothness: Stable, fluent action ensures robots to achieve the appointed tasks and reduce the mechanical strike.
4) Efficiency:
Generally, since the energy capacity in a mobile robot is limited, an efficient mobile mechanism will help the robot execute more tasks.
5)
Reliability: For mobile robots, especially operating in hazardous environments, high reliability ensures that system will not become more dangerous due to the fail of the robot. 
B. Considerable locomotion mode
Since the mobile mechanism that can provide more lo comotion modes with less actuator is usually considered to have higher mobility, we try to design such a mobile tracked mechanism that can change locomotion modes autonomously according to terrain only by one actuator. Figure I shows the supposed process of a single crawler driven module climbs up a step.
We introduce three locomotion modes, called "motion mode", "rotation mode" and " recovering mode", to describe the supposed process of the crawler-driven module motions on irregular terrain.
Motion mode (1, 2, 9 in fi gure 1): When the crawler-driven module moves on even ground or on light irregular terrain, the crawler-driven modules moves just like a normal tracked vehicle.
Rotation mode (3, 4, 5 in figure 1 ): When the crawler-driven modules is contacting a high step, both sides of the crawler units can rotate. Using this action, the crawler-driven modules can climb up steps.
Recovering mode (6, 7, 8 in figure I ): The robot can rotate both sides of crawler units again to return to the initial posi tion. This recovering action can be realized immediately after the rotation mode or while crawler-driven modules contacts the next obstacle.
C. Decision of reduction ratio
According to the description on the locomotion modes previously, we address two conditions of the locomotion on rotating direction and output torque to realize such locomotion of the crawler-driven module autonomously.
Condition 1: Two outputs should have the same rotating direction.
Condition 2: The ratio of two output's reduction ratio should be in a certain range. Figure 2 shows a model while crawler-driven module climbs up a step on slope. Here, the forces and moments can be defined by the following parameters:
a: gradient of slope; r: radius of pulley; Rl: center distance between active and passive pulley; R2: distance between the center of mass of crawler unit and the center of passive pulley; lvI,lvhi,lvh;: input torque, output torque in rotation direc tion and output torque in motion direction.
In motion mode, the condition, that the crawler-driven mod ule can move as normal tracked-vehicles instead of rotating the entire crawler unit, is that the output torque in motion direction, Mbl, is bigger than the propulsion resistance by frication and gravity. At the same time, the output torque in rotation direction, lvhl , is smaller than the rotation resistance.
That means: the output torque in motion direction and in rotation direction should satisfy the following equations.
Since output torque has the linear relation with reduction ratio, we thus derive a parameter K, called "ratio of the reduction ratio", to present the selectable range of the reducer mechanism. K is defined as:
The condition that crawler-driven module can perform the desired locomotion in the motion mode is:
Mb l
In the same way, while the crawler-driven module is contacting obstacle, the crawler units should be rotated around on contact point instead of the slipping on ground. That is:
where:
The condition that the crawler-driven module can perform the desired locomotion in the rotation mode is thus: After the crawler-driven module passed the step and it should rotate the crawler units again to recover to the original position. The condition can be described as:
The condition that crawler-driven module can recover au tonomously in recoveing mode can be thus described as:
Base on the above discussion, the condition that the crawler driven module performs locomotion in the required modes is to satisfy the inequality (4), (8) and (11) simultaneously. That is, the expected crawler-driven module should have such reducer mechanism: the ratio of the reduction ratio in rotation direction to the reduction ratio in motion direction should be in certain range. Figure 3 shows the influence of the factors of the crawler-driven module and environment. It is known that while the value of the K, "ratio of the reduction ratio", is about 7.5, the crawler-driven module can perform the locomotion in required modes on more various terrain. In consideration of moving speed and capability we selected K = 7.5. The reduction ratio in motion direction, 4, reduction ratio in rotation direction, 30, were used to design the reducer mechanism of crawler-driven module.
D. Mechanism of crawler-driven module
Since the planetary gear reducer can provide two concentric outputs just by one input, we selected the planetary gear reducer as the reducer for the crawler-driven module. The other parts have designed as a normal tracked-vehicle. Figure 4 shows our crawler-driven vehicle. It consists of vehicle body, crawler units and reducer mechanism. The vehicle body has a DC motor and its driver. The crawler driven module mechanism has no any special characters and it just consists of belt, active and passive pulleys and connecting frames. The power transIlll SSlOn of a crawler-driven module is showed in figure 5 . A planetary gear reducer with reduction ratio 3 is equipped inside of the active pulley. Power of the actuator is transmitted to the sun gear of the planetary gear reducer and turns the carrier of the planetary gears reducer, which is linked to the active pulley by an output shaft. Consequently, as one of two outputs, the power is transmitted to the active pulley and drives the crawler-driven module turn as normal tracked-vehicles. As another output, the power is transmitted from the outer gear of the planetary gear reducer to the first gear of another gear reducer, called "triangular gear reducer". Finally the power is transmitted to the last gear of the triangular gear reducer and the connecting frame, which links the active and passive pulleys. The connecting frame can rotate in the same direction with input axis. The first and last gears of the triangular gear reducer are concentric with the planetary gear reducer. The axes of the triangular gear reducer are fixed on the vehicle body.
In this way, using such a planetary gear reducer and the triangular gear reducer, we developed the reducer which is with one input and two outputs.
Ta ble I shows the major parameters of our crawler-driven module.
This crawler-driven module has the following characteris tics:
1) Adaptability to terrains: The leading feature of this crawler-driven module is that it can provide two type of output in motion and rotation direction independently only by one actuator. It brings a simple mechanism, less weight and simple control.
2) Powerful active force: The reduction ratio from input axis to the active pulley is 4 and the reduction ratio from input axis to the connect frame is 30. In addition, a powerful DC motor with high reduction ratio reducer also helps to improve the capability in the propulsion or rotation.
3) Controllability: In fact, without any control the crawler driven module can move on flat ground and climb up a step autonomously. However, we can realize a simple control system just using encoder to read the angle of the crawler unit. The data can be used to control several modules to perform locomotion cooperatively.
III. STEP-CLIMBING ANALYSIS
The height of step that crawler can climb over is one of the most important criteria on evaluation of crawler's mobility. This criteria depends on not only crawler's mechanism but also factors of environment such as shape of steps, adhesive and friction coefficient of terrain, even though the relation of crawler and environment. Figure 6 shows an example where a single-module of crawler-driven mechanism is climbing up a vertical step.
A. Single crawler-driven module
OA( = L1) represents the distance between passive and active pulley of crawler. AB = (L 2 ) represents the distance between two crawler-driven modules, but here it is the length of supporting leg. AC( = L3) denotes the distance from the front nose of vehicle body to active pulley's centerline. R is the radius of passive and active pulleys. h denotes the height from passive pulley's centerline to the nose of vehicle body. Ideally, the largest height H of step that crawler-driven mechanism can climb over should not be less than R+ L1, that is, H > R+ L1. As shown in figure 6 -1, when the front nose of vehicle body C is in the vertical plane of step, the crawler-driven module can not climb up the top of step due to interference, in case of the height of step is bigger than R + h.
We set a coordinate that its origin is at the center of passive pulley. In fact, the track of point C is an ellipse and it can be described by (12) Because the height of step that crawler-driven mechanism can climb over can be presented by the value of the vertical coordinate y, the height h is thus described as
When the crawler-driven module is contacting to the step, x = R, we have
L2 V From equation (14), it is known that the largest height of step H depends on structure parameters L1, L2, L3 and R. Figure   7 shows the influence of these factors. Ideally, the largest height of step that our crawler-driven prototype can climb over is about 88mm while Ll =65mm, L2=200mm, L3=80mm, R=30mm.
However, it is difficult for the single cralwer-driven module to climb over such high step in fact. A single crawler-driven module consists of the crawler vehicle and a supporting leg with passive wheel. While the crawler-driven module begins to rotate for steps, there is no any propulsion in motion direction. It brings out the following problems.
(I) Because of the luck in propulsion, a single crawler driven module will begin the rotation action even if it contacts a low obstacle. In other words, it is too sensitive. In fact it is unnecessary and will bring out others problem.
(2) While a single crawler-driven module contacts a step, if the adhesive coefficient of ground is not big enough, the crawler will slip and lead to the failure of locomotion. figure 6 -2, while a single crawler-driven module has rotated over 90 degree and lean the belt against the step, the crawler cannot shift to motion mode directly after its rotation mode. It has to finish the recovering mode staying at the edge of step firstly and then moves ahead. Because it is difficult for crawler vehicle to let the vehicle body to be hanged at the edge of step just by belt's grouser, the crawler body will often fall down along the surface of step. This problem decreases the mobility while crawler-driven module climbs over steps.
(4) As shown in figure 6 -3, while a single crawler-driven module has climbed up the top of step, because there is an opposite torque in the supporting leg, the crawler-driven module tends to be hung up.
B. Two crawler-driven modules
While the single crawler-driven module has limited mobil ity, the multi-module crawler in link-type is always applied in step-climbing . Figure 8 shows two crawler-driven modules linked in fi xed joint and free joint.
Similarly, the largest height of step that two crawler-driven modules can climb over is related to the structure parameters of crawler vehicle and can be described by equation (14) (as shown in figure 9-1) . Two crawler-driven modules overcomes the shortcoming of single crawler-driven module in propulsion. The follows analysis shows that since the interaction each other, the mobility of two crawler-driven modules can be enhanced obviously even though no any control has been applied. Figure 9 -2 shows the force diagram while two crawler driven modules are climbing a step. For the rear module, the effects caused by the propulsion resistance F and the rotation resistance !vI come from front module can be described as (a) The rear module is tending rotation since it is stopped by the front module's rotation. This rotating tendency decreases the contact surface between belt and terrain and the adhesive propulsion becomes luck.
(b) The rotation resistance !vI coming from the front module increases the difficulty that rear module performs rotation locomotion while front module is rotating.
As the result, while front module is rotating, rear module has to keep slipping and providing continuous propulsion.
Similarly, for the front module, the effects caused by the propulsion resistance F and the rotation resistance !vI come from rear module can be described as (1) Module can pass through the light uneven terrain like normal tracked-vehicles instead of unnecessary, frequent rota tion.
(2) Powerful propulsion can decrease the possibility of slipping while crawler is contacting a high step. (5) Front module is able to shift to motion mode directly after its rotation mode.
Of course, we can also improve much the mobility of two crawler-driven modules through a control system based on velocity and torque. This improvement means not only the enhancement on capability of step-climbing but also mobility enhancement on more complex terrains by some particular gaits.
In addition, it is an interesting work that enhances the mo bility of two crawler-driven modules by controlling the joint. Figure 10 shows the problems due to adopting a free joint. Because the posture of two modules cannot be controlled, it brought on several problems such as stacking (as shown in figure 10-1,4) , interference (as shown in figure 10-2) or an uneven locomotion (as shown in figure 10-3) . However, the appearance shown in figure 10-3 shows an interesting possibility that we can enhance the mobility of robot through controlling the joint. 
IV. EXPERIMENT RESULT
The experiments of single crawler-driven module and two crawler-driven modules on even ground, slope and high steps have been done. Experimental results show that the crawler driven mechanism can perform the perfect locomotion on even ground or light uneven terrain just like a normal tracked vehicle. Single crawler-driven module can climb up a wood slope with gradient of 25 degree and two crawler-driven modules can climb up a slope with 40 degree. Figure 11 shows that single crawler-driven module climbing over a step. It has shown that on wood ground the single crawler-driven module can climb a step 45mm high. Figure  12 shows that two crawler-driven modules climb over a high step. The result shows that regardless of the interference between the nose of vehicle body and steps, two crawler-driven modules can climb over a step about 110mm high. This height is nearly twice of the pulley's diameter.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presented a novel crawler-driven module that can be applied to mobile robots operating on irregular terrain. We adopt a particular reducer mechanism composed of a planetary gear reducer and a triangular gear reducer. This reducer can provide two kinds of output only by one actuator. With this character, our crawler-driven module can adopt different locomotion modes to move in the irregular environment au tonomously. We also analyzed the step-climbing capability of single crawler-driven module and two crawler-driven modules and showed that two crawler-driven modules has better step climbing capability than that for single crawler-driven module. The experimental result have shown that the two crawler driven modules can climb over a step about 110 mm high. 
